
THE FAN AWARDS POLL
This poll is circulated for the purpose of discovering to what extent 

fandom supnorts the fan awards. Poll circulation is 1,000 and will also be 
distributed overseas. Replies are urged to be immediate.

You may answer only those questions that you chose. The poll is to be 
signed and you may be quoted in any part. Your help is appreciated in al
lowing that a full and reasonably just reply be assured.
1) Are you in favor of a set of Fan Achievement Awards? If your
answer is ’NO’, then why? 

2) Would you prefer the Awards honor a prominent fan or that they carry a 
neuter title? Who or what? _________ _________

3) Do you approve the enclosed award design which is a dual effort on the 
parts of Ed Emsh and Dave Prosser?
4) Would you prefer another design or symbol?
5) If so, what?______________ 

6) Either designate below which suggested catagories you favor or write-in 
your own. Kindly make certain that the number of catagories selected total 
a final number of six.
Rest Fanzine_____________________Pest Artist
Rest Writer__________________ ____  Pest Article
Rest Fiction______ __ __________ _ Rest Cartoonist
Rest Fan __________ ___ ___ Outstanding MerTt '
Others; - 

7) Bo you think the Fan Awards should be controled and distributed as are 
the Hugos (ie, payed for out of Con membership fees, tended to, and awarded 
by the World Con)?__________________________ 
8) If you prefer another avenue of distribution...what is it?

9) Are you in favor*an Award Committee being named at the Seacon to further 
investigate the proposition of Fan Awards?
10) Are you a member of the present World Con or will you be?
11) A member of previous Cons?________________
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12) If neither, why?

13) Do you think members of a Fan Award Committee should be chosen from and 
without prejudice fans who reside overseas? In part, that is.
14) If ’NO’, why?__________________________________________________________

15) If the World Con or Fan Award Committee decided that a raise in member
ship dues would be needed to initiate the awards.would you still be in 
favor of doing so?_____________________________
16) If ’NO’, why?________________________________________________________

17) If the results of this poll show support for the Fan Awards, but the A 
wards are consequently sideswiped or beaten by fan politics...would you be 
in favor of an independent set of Fan Awards functioning without the World 
Con?Wh y ?

(THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR FURTHER COMMENT: refer to question number.)

Please return this sheet to George C Willick, 856 East Street, Madison, Ind 
as soon as possible.
Your name and address would be appreciated;

Your signature
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George C Willick 
856 East Street 
Madison, Indiana

Printed Matter only.


